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Welcome to this year’s Annual Review from St Andrew’s Children’s Society. As Chair 
of the Board of Trustees and Director, responsible for the day to day work of the 
Society, we are again producing a joint report. 
While continuing to operate in a challenging financial 
climate it is gratifying to be able to look back on a year 
when we have been able to report an operating profit. 
This has only been achievable because of the vision and 
steadfastness of our Board of Trustees and the dedication 
and hard work of all those involved in the work of the 
Society. Even though we undoubtedly face uncertain 
times ahead for the charitable sector there is an air of 
optimism within the Society because we have always 
been aware of the potential for our actions to impact 
positively on the lives of children and every day in our 
work we see the transformational effects of this.

We have very good staff teams in Aberdeen and 
Edinburgh, and applicants are fulsome in their praise of 
the professionalism and genuine care shown to them 
on their adoption journey. We would like to commend 
all the staff team members for their hard work and 
commitment this year, and assure them that the Board is 
very appreciative of their efforts. 

In this year we have seen a number of staff changes. 
Another of our long standing and well respected 
social workers, Christine Hamilton, retired as did Marie 
Hindmarsh our Service Manager. Their experience and 
passion for adoption will be greatly missed. Other social 
workers who moved on to new challenges were Angie 
Gallagher and Sylvia Buik. We thank them all for the 

service they have given to the Society. We welcome two 
new staff members in this year. Michael Opitz joined us 
from one of the London boroughs via an around the 
world trip. Jill Watson came to us from much closer 
to home having worked for 14 years with a voluntary 
fostering agency in Fife. Her fostering experience will be 
valuable to us as we consider future developments in 
our fostering service and Michael’s previous job working 
directly with children and young people will enhance our 
adoption support service. 

Adoption Support
Our adoption support services continue to be a central 
core of our business. While we strive to ensure we have 
adequate funding to do all we can to support adoptive 
families when they need us, we are also continuing to 
developing relationships with other agencies and services 
both statutory and voluntary to ensure those families get 
the right support.

Adoption
Our adoption placement numbers have recovered somewhat 
this year but were still below the target set so there is still a 
lot of work to be done to try and improve this. There were 
a number of placements we hoped to make that were 
delayed for legal reasons but it does mean that we can look 

Report from Maureen McEvoy, Chair of the Board of Trustees 
and Stephen Small, the Director
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“ Post adoption support was of a 
remarkable high standard.”
Care Inspectorate, St Andrew’s Children’s Society inspection report – 2017
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forward to a good start to our next financial year. Our efforts 
to recruit more adopters are still a work in progress but we 
are seeing an increase in prospective adopters attending our 
preparation groups and this in encouraging. 

Concurrent Care
We continue to collaborate with West Lothian Council 
on Concurrent Planning, and expect to make our first 
‘pure’ concurrency placement in the coming year. We will 
also be reviewing this service with a view to considering 
similar relationships with other councils.

Foster Care
We are currently reviewing our foster care recruitment 
strategy because we continue to experience a reduction 
in carer numbers through retirement and carers moving 
to agencies that pay more. As part of this recruitment 
strategy we have implemented an increase in our fees we 
pay to carers. However the National Fostering Framework 
has not served us well and despite them agreeing to 
our increases the local authority that most heavily uses 
our services has refused to pay these modest increases. 
This is an example of the difficult environment we have 
to operate in since the local authority knows that our 
commitment to the children in placement means that 
we would never pull out of any placement because of 
funding issues. We have, despite all this, seen a modest 
increase in children placed. We hope that further progress 
with our concurrency project, mentioned above, and a 
perception that some local authorities are seeing some 

potential in a foster to adopt model may help to broaden 
the kinds of placements we can offer. 

The Scottish Government has asked us to continue to 
manage the Scottish Adoption Register until March 2020. 

Our updated website is now fully operational, and is 
attractive and user friendly. We have used feedback 
from existing adopters and foster carers to ensure that 
the content provides the necessary information for 
those starting the adoption or foster care journey. On 
our Facebook page we have videos of some of our fun 
activities, and articles giving helpful information. Our 
literature is being updated and feedback is positive. We 
do find that many families come to us through word of 
mouth recommendation, so we encourage our satisfied 
clients to spread the word.

After deliberation, the Board of Trustees decided it would 
be a sound investment to appoint a part-time Marketing 

Adoption Support 
Services 2015/16 2016/17 2017/18

Adoption Counselling 25 33 28

Adoption Support to Families 64 76 81

Direct work with Children 17 14 23

Information Exchange 6 8 7

Families completed  
Safebase (from 2010) 76 84 90

New referrals for adoption support services 
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“ The importance of getting it right for 
children was apparent in all processes and 
central to the decision making”
Care Inspectorate, St Andrew’s Children’s Society inspection report – 2017

Adoption Support 
Services 2015/16 2016/17 2017/18

Adoption Counselling 25 33 28

Adoption Support to Families 64 76 81

Direct work with Children 17 14 23

Information Exchange 6 8 7

Families completed 
Safebase (from 2010) 76 84 90
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and Social Media expert, and recruiting will start in April 
2018. We are mindful that the extra expense of employing a 
Fundraiser was a very successful decision, attracting funds 
totalling many times the salary costs. We anticipate that our 
Marketing and Social Media position, once filled, will soon 
show results in recruitment of adopters and foster carers.

And finally, Thank you!
Despite a fair number of changes in staffing we 
believe that we have strengthened what was already a 
professionally experienced and well-motivated staff team. 
We would take this opportunity to thank them for their 
continued dedication and hard work it is important. They 
never lose sight of the fact that our only reason to exist is 
to serve the needs of the children we place.

Our ability to do this is predicated on the strong 
backing of and oversight by a Board of Trustees which is 
committed to improving the lives of the children and their 
families with whom we work. Similarly, our processional 
standards are closely scrutinised by the volunteers who 
serve as Adoption and Foster Care Panel members and 
we continue to be grateful to them for their insight and 
commitment. 

Adoption placements over 3yrs Foster care placements over 3yrs

Maureen McEvoy  
chair of the trustees

Stephen Small  
director
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“ Adopters told us that staff were fully 
supportive and respectful when 
undertaking assessment processes.”
Care Inspectorate, St Andrew’s Children’s Society inspection report – 2017
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If you had told me this time last year that I would already have had my son for 
nearly 4 months, I would not have believed it. 
October of last year I would have just started my home visits. 
We had a panel date for April which I successfully passed 
but did not anticipate, nor imagine, I would be matched 
so quickly – I count myself very lucky. You go through the 
adoption process determined to proceed to the next stage, 
believing your dream is visible on the horizon and praying 
your child is one step closer to being in your arms, but the 
reality is that it can take time and you need that time to 
process all that is involved in the process. 

From the information evening then onto the preparation 
groups, you are given lots of information about the process 
of becoming an adoptive parent so you are fully aware of the 
journey ahead. The emotional impact – good and bad, the 
‘it may or may not have’ and the opportunity for you to think 
about whether or not to proceed further. That was a very 
easy ‘yes’ for me and I was glad I made that decision based 
on the information I was given – vital information! The next 
stage, the home visits was when it became more real and 
when the hard work really began in my opinion. The home 
visits give you an opportunity to take a step back and look 
at your life from a completely different angle. Revisiting your 
past and learning about not only the kind of parent, but the 
kind of person you want to be in the future. This stage is by 
far the most exciting, emotional, and created another level of 
determination I didn’t have before, as this was the lead up to 
the panel. Now the thought of going to the panel of strangers 
to decide your future was so hard and nerve-wracking, and 
definitely overwhelming. It had to be done, and once I was 

there it was all okay. These people are on your side, want you 
to succeed and in my case had been through the process 
themselves, so knew what I was going through. The wait for 
the ‘yes or no’ was of course a wait that lasted years it felt, but 
the call telling me ‘yes’ gave me the rubber stamp I needed. 
My heart always believed I would be a dad and that ‘yes’ 
confirmed my dream was to be a reality. What a day that was!

Now on to finding me my child… There are several 
platforms you can go through to find your match and it was 
through these that me and my boy became father and son. 
I had been on a highly secure Scottish Adoption Register 
linking platform called ‘Link Maker’ that can provide 
potential matches and it was here I first saw a child I was 
very interested in. It wasn’t until I attended a day designed 
for social workers with children needing adoption, and 
social workers with potential adopters to create matches, 
that I saw the profile of the child I had been interested in 
from Scottish Adoption Register. After a lengthy discussion 
it was clear there was a strong connection between myself 
and this child which was pursued even further. Just under 
3 months later we became father and son, and what a 
journey we have had so far. 

Being a single gay man, I had slight niggles in the back of my 
mind telling me this might not happen. But it did happen and I 
hope this raises awareness and shows people it can happen for 
you too. Now it is tough, emotional, and a rollercoaster journey, 
but if you believe you can do it then St Andrew’s will help. 

‘If you told me a year ago… ‘: An Adopters Story
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“ My dream came true and there was lots of hard work from 
myself, but I could not have done it without the hard work, 
determination and faith from St Andrew’s.”
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Maureen and her husband, Jim, first approached St Andrew’s (then known as 
the Catholic Social Service Centre) in 1967. They had not been able to have birth 
children, but were very keen to become parents through adoption and were 
approved to adopt in July 1968. They adopted their first daughter Jenny that year.
After Jenny in 1968, they subsequently grew their family with the 
additions of Louise (1971) and Jill (1973), Paul (1974) and then 
Thomas (1979). Jim and Maureen’s adoption ‘career’ spanned 
the period from when adoption was still mainly about placing 
relinquished babies to predominantly about finding families 
for older children who had lived for some time with their birth 
families often in neglectful and even abusive situations. 

Until the late 1970s, St Andrew’s had been funded by the 
Catholic Church. The extra costs involved in preparing adopters 
for children who had experienced difficult early lives, and in 
supporting them when they faced challenges as these adopter’s 
children grew up, meant that the Catholic Church no longer felt 
able to meet these costs. There was a very real danger that St 
Andrew’s would have to close, as other adoption agencies did 
in the 1980s. Maureen had joined the Adoption Panel in 1981 
by way of ‘giving something back’. She therefore knew from 
personal experience, how important the work of St Andrew’s 
was and so she joined the Committee of Management in 
1984, and fought strongly against the Archbishop of the time 
to thwart his plan to close the agency. She and her fellow 
Committee Members were successful in reversing this plan 
and she has remained as a Committee Member/Trustees ever 
since. The fact that she managed to challenge the wisdom of 
the Church on this issue and then for the society to come out 
the other end with a constructive and positive relationship 
with the Church, really says a lot about the kind of person she 

is. She has great integrity, diplomacy and forthrightness and 
her strong faith alongside her heartfelt commitment to the 
needs of vulnerable children has shaped and influenced the 
professional practice of St Andrew’s ever since. These personal 
attributes were also required when St Andrew’s amicably 
ended its formal links with the Catholic Church in 2011.

Over the many years of her involvement with St Andrew’s 
she always focussed on the needs of children to influence 
the fast changing adoption scene. Without her wisdom and 
openness to new ideas we would not have developed and 
thrived to become the sector leader that we are today. Her 
service to adoption in Scotland was recognised by the State 
in 2007 when she was awarded an MBE.

Maureen’s presence in the strategic management of 
St Andrew’s will be greatly missed in terms of her visionary 
leadership (never afraid to take risks) but even more so for her 
personal qualities of fairness, compassion, and friendship. 
She was also very visible and accessible to staff and everyone 
found her to be approachable and wise in her deliberations. 
Furthermore, she had an informality in her relationships with 
staff that meant they felt comfortable around her.

Enjoy this new phase of your life Maureen and be assured that 
you will always be remembered as the most influential person 
in the history of St Andrew’s Children’s Society.

Stephen Small director

Maureen McEvoy mbe: Retiring Chair of Trustees 
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An Introduction to Theraplay Workshop was held at Edinburgh on Wednesday 
21st March 2018. Theraplay is an engaging, playful, multi-sensory, relationship 
focused approach that is physical, personal and fun.

Theraplay aims to promote and build on healthy 
attachment, promote trust and establish and maintain 
connection and joyful engagement between a parent and 

their child. The workshop was well attended by adoptive 
and foster parents. 

Theraplay™ training

Good resources 
and examples

Great fun activities 
to use going forward

Helpful, informative

Very helpful, informative, 
well run

Great to get some 
new ideas

Good intro to Theraplay, 
good to know some simple 
techniques

Interactive helps, both 
watching and doing

Here is what some parents said…

(opposite) Theraplay training, March 2018
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Income

Adoption placement fees and expenses £573,561

Foster Care fees and expenses £558,249 

Training income £32,340

Voluntary grants and donations £359,766

Investment income £8,315

Total income £1,532,231

Financial activities 2017-2018

Expenditure

£1,709,889 Charitable expenditure 

£22,200 Costs of generating funds

£3,325 Investment management costs

£1,735,414 Total expenditure
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Financial review: For the year ending 31st March 2018

There were net outgoing resources of £212,829 during the year before the actuarial movement 
on the pension scheme, comprising a decrease of £254,149 in unrestricted funds and an 
increase of £41,320 (2017 – £35,764) in restricted funds. 
The financial results are largely due to a decrease in both 
fostering fees and adoption placement fees. Adoption 
placements though have increased from the previous year 
to 24 (2017 – 21). The decrease in income has been offset by 
increased training income. The employment of a part-time 
fundraiser continued during the year at a cost of £22,200 and 
total grants and donations received were £359,755.

The net movement in funds highlights a £121,171 surplus 
(2017 – deficit of £492,708). The market value of investments 
held by Brewin Dolphin at 31 March 2018 was £360,904 less 
cash £4,809 held in a cash account, totalling £356,095. 

This result in total funds carried forward of £1,283,327 of 
which £1,057,737 is unrestricted and £225,590 is restricted.

After making appropriate enquiries, the trustees have a 
reasonable expectation that the charitable company has 
adequate resources to continue in operational existence for 
the foreseeable future. For this reason they continue to adopt 
the going concern basis in preparing the financial statements. 

Kirsty Fergusson treasurer

A full copy of the audited 2017/18 Accounts and Annual Report  
can be requested from our Edinburgh office.

We wish to acknowledge the generosity of the many charitable trusts, foundations and individuals who 
have made donations or have undertaken sponsorship events on our behalf. Without this support, many 
of our support services just would not be available as widely as it is. 

Thank you to: The John Gordon Charitable Trust, The Robertson Trust, The Clipper Foundation, The Kintore Charitable 
Trust, The W M Mann Foundation, The Royal Caledonian Charities trust, The Ryvoan Trust, The JTH Charitable Trust, The 
Martin Connell Charitable Trust, Dr Guthrie’s Association, The Hugh Fraser Foundation, The R S Macdonald Charitable 
Trust, The Cattanach Charitable Trust, The Lady Marian Gibson Trust, The Henry Smith Charity, The Gloag Foundation, The 
Tay Charitable Trust. The Leach Family Charitable Trust, The PF Charitable Trust and the Scottish Government Children, 
Young People and Families Early Intervention Fund (administered by The Corra Foundation).
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